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absolutely noncircular attribute grammar, 96
attribute, 17
available, 18
completion, 95
consistent, 18
demand, 49
evaluation, 27
inconsistent, 18
inherited, 17
input, 117
instance, 18
output, 116
synthesized, 17
attribute grammar, 17
absolutely noncircular, 96
in normal form, 18
$L$-attributed, 88
ordered, 105
noncircular, 18
well-formed, 19
available attribute, 18
change propagation, 31
naive, 32
characteristic graph, 40
subordinate, 40
superior, 40
check expression, 22
completing production, 29
completion attribute, 95
component of a tree, 61
consistent attribute, 18
coroutine evaluation, 91
current-input-set, 92
deficient production instance, 90
deletion of one graph from another, 40
demand attribute, 49
demand evaluation, 50
dependency graph, 18
deriving operation, 30
distributed evaluation, 89
editing cursor, 30
entry sequence, 99
entry state, 92
evaluation, coroutine, 91
demand, 50
distributed, 89
greedy, 89
incremental, 31
ready for, 27
state, 94
topological, 38
tree-walk, 91	
two-phase, 35
fully attributed tree, 18
grafting operation, 30
graph, characteristic, 40
dependency, 18
model, 41
greedy evaluation, 89
inconsistent attribute, 18
incremental attribute evaluation, 31
index into a plan, 97
inherited attribute, 17
initial state, 92
input attribute, 117
join operation, 14
$k$-separator set, 59
$L$-attributed grammar, 88
local-control automata, 91
machine applying at a node, 91
machine state, 92
model, 41
neighbor of a production instance, 90
noncircular attribute grammar, 18
normal form, 18
ordered attribute grammar, 105
output attribute, 116
pebbling game, 57
plan, for a machine state, 92
index into, 97
prepared for propagation, 45, 100
production, applying at a node, 91
completing, 29
deficient instance, 90
projection of a graph on a set of vertices, 40
pruning operation, 30
quiescent state, 92
ready for evaluation, 27
semantic equation, 17
semantic function, 17
semantic tree, 18
separator set, 59
sharable 2-3 tree, 83
spill file, 55n
split operation, 14
subordinate characteristic graph, 40
subtree replacement, 30
superior characteristic graph, 40
synthesized attribute, 17
topological evaluation, 38
tree, fully-attributed, 18
semantic, 18
sharable 2-3, 83
tree-walk evaluation, 91
order, 97
two-phase incremental evaluation, 35
union of two graphs, 40
update, 90
well-formed attribute grammar, 19